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ABSTRACT: Understanding of the multiscale structuring capability of triacylglycerols (TAGs) 
can be enhanced through knowledge of the crystallite thickness distribution (CTD), which can be 
obtained through X-ray diffraction peak shape analysis. The Fourier-transformation-based 
Bertaut-Warren-Averbach (BWA) method provides an approach to resolve CTDs in TAGs, 
where molecules are packed in repeating layers. The feasibility of using the BWA method is 
demonstrated for small angle X-ray diffraction (SAXD) measurements on both laboratory 
equipment and a synchrotron beamline for model TAG systems and real food products such as 
margarines.  
 
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS: 
The CTDs enable discrimination of margarines produced by different processing routes and may 
be used as a signature of network structures that underlie product texture. 
 
  
  
INTRODUCTION 
 
Multiscale networks of triacylglycerol (TAG) crystallites critically determine the texture of fat-
based products, like margarine and butter [1]. The growth of these networks is governed by 
crystallization and aggregation, which can both be tuned by TAG composition and heat-cooling 
regimes [2, 3]. However, due to the strong coupling between crystallization and network 
formation, rational design of fat-based food products requires a multiscale view on the evolving 
network structure. For this purpose, X-ray scattering techniques are commonly used, since they 
can provide quantitative information on molecular packing, polymorphism, phase transitions [4], 
crystallite thickness and organisation in fractal networks [5, 6]. So far, the current suite of X-ray 
techniques deployed in fats research was used to quantify only the average structural features 
obtained over different length scales. This is in particular the case for the TAG crystallite 
thickness, which can be considered as the smallest entity in multiscale networks. In this work, 
the challenge of quantitative assessment of the dispersion in crystallite thickness is addressed. 
It is well-known that TAGs, due to their high aspect ratio caused by long acyl chains comprising 
the molecules, form crystal structures with disproportionate lattice parameters. This property of 
the TAG structures significantly complicates crystal structure analysis, due to both broadening of 
intensity range of diffraction peaks and increasing uncertainty of diffraction peaks indexing [7]. 
However, the same property of the TAG structures gives an advantage for applications of other 
X-ray methods, especially techniques for measurements of crystallite size, and crystal lattice 
strain caused by structural imperfections. These methods are based on diffraction peak 
broadening and peak shape analysis. In particular, X-ray scattering patterns of TAGs consist of 
two sets of diffraction peaks: one set at small diffraction angles that corresponds to the 
  
longitudinal order of the TAGs packed in long period layers, and the other set, at wide angles of 
diffraction, corresponding to the transverse order of the molecules forming a small sub-cell. 
Thus, diffraction peaks possessing a common crystallographic direction <001> (i.e., 00l, where l 
= 1, 2, 3,... is the peak order), originating from the TAG layers, are conveniently separated from 
the rest of the diffraction pattern. Moreover, the shape of each peak is virtually unaffected by the 
neighbours. Common TAG structures of two-acyl- (2L) or three-acyl- (3L) chain layer thickness, 
produce up to four or six distinct peak orders, respectively [8-10]. Fat crystallites grow fast 
laterally and slow axially, which results in thin, long and broad platelets. There is a reciprocal 
relationship between the crystallite thickness in each crystallographic direction and the 
broadening of corresponding diffraction peaks. With the use of small-angle X-ray diffraction 
(SAXD), the averaged crystallite thickness (ACT) of stacked TAG layers can be determined. In 
order to obtain information about the average thickness of fat crystallites (proportional to the 
number of repeating bi-layers of glycerides) the full width at half maximum (FWHM) value of 
the first order diffraction peak is commonly used [1,2,3,5]. The SAXD region, where this first 
order diffraction peak typically appears, corresponds to a d-spacing between 7.0 and 3.5 nm (2ș = 
1.3° and 2.5° for CuKĮ-radiation, respectively, where ș is the Bragg angle), depending on fat type 
and polymorph. The average crystallite thickness can be calculated using the Scherrer formula 
[11]: 
ܮ ൌ ܭߣߚߠ (1) 
where Ȝ is X-ray wavelength (in nm), ȕ is the FWHM in radians corrected for instrumental 
broadening and coefficient K is 0.9 [5]. The FWHM was calculated based on the width of the 
first order diffraction peak. For diffraction peaks corresponding to the layered structure of fat 
  
systems ș is small and, therefore, cosș can be approximated by unity. The Scherrer equation can 
be applied in a straightforward manner to assess ACTs, but does however not address the 
heterogeneity that can occur in crystallite thicknesses. Systems can have the same ACT, but very 
different crystallite thickness distribution (CTD), including a possible multi modal distribution.  
The presence of up to six distinct peak orders makes TAG crystallites ideally suited for a 
rigorous 00l peak broadening analysis by Fourier transformation-based techniques, in particular 
by the method developed by Bertaut [12] and Warren and Averbach [13] (BWA). The results 
provided by Fourier methods include CTD and average lattice strain, all specified for the specific 
crystallographic direction. The BWA method was originally developed for metals [13, 14], but 
the method is universal and can be applied to any crystalline material, provided certain 
experimental requirements are met. For example, the method was successfully adapted for 
measurements of domain thickness distribution of layered clay minerals where basal 00l 
reflections were used for recovering layer size distribution functions, including multimodal 
distribution of crystallite thickness [15]. Considering the structural analogy between layered 
structures, the BWA method should also apply to TAGs. Since TAG crystallites are plate-like 
structures with molecules forming layers parallel to the flat surface, this provides the opportunity 
to obtain a TAG crystallite thickness distribution function, and not only the ACT [11].  
This study presents the proof of principle of using the BWA method to obtain the CTD in a fully 
saturated mono-acid triglyceride (tripalmitin), and in margarines produced by different 
processing routes and having a low or high amount of fat. The method will be applied on SAXD 
data acquired at a synchrotron source and on a labscale X-ray diffractometer.  
 
  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Materials 
Tripalmitin    wt%) from Sigma Aldrich (The Netherlands) was used to validate the 
applicability of the BWA method to determine CTDs in fats. Tripalmitin was molten and 
subjected to fast and slow cooling conditions in order to manipulate the thickness of fat 
crystallites. The fast cooling experiment was performed by dripping small droplets of liquid 
tripalmitin from a glass pipette (outlet diameter 1 mm) to a box filled with liquid nitrogen. The 
slow cooling experiment was performed by cooling from the melt to 20 °C using a cooling rate 
of 5 °C/min. Additionally, a fat crystal mixture (50-50 wt%) was made of these two tripalmitin 
samples. A tristearin standard (~ 99 wt%) from Sigma Aldrich (The Netherlands) was used for 
the instrumental peak broadening correction. The standard was cooled from the melt (90 °C) to 
50 °C at 1 °C/min, subsequently heated to 60 °C and kept isothermally for 60 min and then 
cooled again to 20 °C at 1 °C/min. One fat spread was prepared using the conventional votator 
process, where water and a molten fat blend are rapidly cooled in a scraped surface heat-
exchanger [16]. Another spread was prepared by dispersing water in a slurry of micronized fat 
crystals (MFC) [17] in oil [18, 19]. The fat blend composition and the total fat level in both 
spreads were identical. A set of 11 commercial spreads was obtained from local retailers. The 
percentage of water content in these spreads ranges from 25 ± 66 wt%.  
 
 
  
 
METHODS 
SAXD and WAXD experiments 
SAXD and WAXD experiments were simultaneously performed at the high-brilliance ID02 
beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France. The 
incident X-ray wavelength is 0.0996 nm for all experiments. The sample to detector distance is 
1.50 m allowing collection of SAXD data in the range of 0.06 < q (nm
-1
) < 4.5 [or 104.7 < d 
(nm) < 1.4] and 0.1 m allowing collection of WAXD data in the range of 7.5 < q (nm
-1
) < 51 [or 
0.8 < d (nm) < 0.1], where q is the scattering vector modulus [ݍ ൌ ሺ ?ɎߠሻȀߣ] and d is the 
corresponding real space distance calculated from 2S/q. The samples are 2.0 mm thick and held 
in an aluminum cell with mica windows. A four-position temperature stage is used to control 
sample temperature at 10 °C. The SAXD detector is a FReLoN (Fast-Readout, Low-Noise) 
Kodak CCD based on a Kodak KAF-4320 image sensor and the WAXD detector a MCP-
Sensicam CCD. The two-dimensional SAXD patterns are azimuthally averaged to obtain the 
scattered intensity as a function of q. A typical measurement time is 0.3 s.  
SAXD patterns were also measured on a laboratory scale Bruker D8 Discover X-ray powder 
diffractometer with a Våntec 500 2D detector and an IµS microfocus X-ray source (CuKĮ 
radiation, O = 0.154184 nm). The diffraction patterns were collected in a transmission mode with 
the X-ray beam perpendicular to the flat sample surface. A 1-mm collimating slit is used and the 
sample to detector distance is 32.5 cm. A typical measurement time used for a fat spread is 900 s. 
The SAXD patterns were collected from samples at 5 °C. A Linkam temperature stage 
(THMS600, Linkam scientific instruments, Tadworth, KT20 5LR, United Kingdom) is used to 
  
control the sample temperature. Flat samples are 2.0 mm thick and enclosed by X-ray Mylar film 
in the sample holder of this stage. 1D SAXD curves are obtained from the 2D patterns using a 
software supplied with the instrument. 
Crystal Thickness Distribution calculations for fats by a method based on Fourier analysis 
Since there is an analogy between layered structures, a simplified Fourier analysis approach 
developed for basal reflections of clays based on the original works by Bertaut [12] and Warren 
and Averbach [13], can be applied for CTD analysis of fats. For this purpose, the Mudmaster 
program [15, 20] is adapted, which has been proposed for studying coherent scattering domains 
and strain in minerals by the BWA method. This program includes the analysis of raw X-ray 
diffraction data, which makes it possible to extract the CTD from the peak shape. In summary, at 
the initial step, an XRD 00l peak intensity distribution, where l is the peak order, is corrected for 
the Lorentz-polarisation factor (LP), for a layer scattering factor (if required) and a scattering 
background. As a result of these corrections, the interference function of the peak ߶଴଴௟ሺܼכሻ 
expressed as a function of Z
*
 (= 2sinș/Ȝ) is obtained, which contains information of the CTD and 
strain. At the next step the interference function is expanded in terms of a Fourier series: 
ܪሺ݊ሻ ൌ ෍ ߶଴଴௟ሺܼכሻሺ ?ߨ ௡ܼܼכሻଶୱ୧୬ሺఏబబ೗ା୼ఏሻఒ௓כୀଶୱ୧୬ሺఏబబ೗ି୼ఏሻఒ  (2) 
where ܼ௡ ൌ ݊݀ሺ ? ? ?ሻ, n is the number of fat molecule structural layers, d(001) is the interlayer 
spacing, ߠ଴଴௟ is the XRD peak position,  ?ȟߠ is the width of analysed Bragg angle interval. The 
Fourier coefficients calculated from Equation (2) are related to the CTD function f(M), 
represented via a number of TAG layers in the crystallites, M: 
  
ܪሺ݊ሻ ൌ  ?ܯ ෍ ሺܯ െ ݊ሻ݂ሺܯሻெమெୀெభ  (3) 
where M1 and M2 correspond to CTDs having the smallest and the largest number of TAG layers, 
respectively, and ܯ is the mean number of layers defined as: 
ܯ ൌ ෍ ܯ݂ሺܯሻெమெୀெభ  ෍ ݂ሺܯሻ ൌ  ?ெమெୀெభ  (4) 
It follows from Equation (3) that the mean thickness (ACT) and the thickness distribution (CTD) 
can be obtained from H(n): 
߲ܪሺ݊ሻ߲݊ ௡՜଴ ൌ  ?ܯ  ߲ଶܪሺ݊ሻ߲݊ଶ ௡՜଴ ൌ ݂ሺܯሻܯ  (5) 
The ACT and CTD can be obtained from ܶ ൌ ܯ݀ሺ ? ? ?ሻ and f(T), respectively. It has to be noted 
that the Fourier coefficients calculated from the interference function [Equation (2)] may require 
corrections for instrumental broadening and symmetrical strain. Furthermore, the CTD obtained 
from the analysis may require smoothing and truncation to eliminate noise. For the comparison 
of multiple distributions and for visual inspection a connected dot graphing representation was 
chosen. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Crystal Thickness Distribution calculations 
Well-ordered TAG crystallites produce a set of diffraction peaks at small scattering angles 
associated with a layered packing of fat molecules. However, fat systems typically produce only 
  
a relatively strong first order diffraction peak corresponding to a layered structure with 
vanishingly weak higher order peaks. For this reason, the focus is on the shape analysis of the 
first order diffraction peak. The 2T-dependence of SAXD peak intensity can be distorted by both 
the instrument geometry and the X-ray beam polarization used for the data collection as well as 
by structural imperfections caused by molecule packing along the layer normal. Considering the 
fact that the first order diffraction peak intensity (or the corresponding structural amplitude) 
originating from 2L layers of the studied fats is virtually unaffected by possible structural 
imperfections such as movements of molecules and change of their position along the layer 
normal [8], correction for 2T-dependence of the layer scattering intensity is not required. Since 
2ș position of the peak maximum is at a relatively small angle (between 1.3 and 2.5°) where 
changes of the polarization factor are negligible (about 0.3% [21]), also correction of the peak 
shape distorted by 2T-dependence of the polarization factor is unnecessary. Furthermore, it has 
been found out that the Lorentz factor, demonstrating a relatively strong 2T-dependence at small 
angles, has a little effect on the Fourier transformation results [21]. Thus, neither LP factor and 
layer scattering factor corrections of the diffraction peak needed to be performed before the peak 
broadening analysis. After removing the scattering background, the interference function ߶଴଴ଵሺܼכሻ is obtained, which contains information about CTD and strain. Size effects are 
independent of the diffraction peak order, whereas strain effects vary with the peak order. Thus, 
at least two 00l XRD peaks are needed to count structural strain in the BWA analysis [13, 14]. It 
can be demonstrated by a Williamson-Hall plot [22] that the contribution of strain to 001 peak 
broadening of fats is significantly less than to the higher order peaks. A Williamson-Hall 
analysis of the high-quality synchrotron measurements of tripalmitin, processed at different 
crystallization conditions (Supporting information Figure S1), shows that the contribution of 
  
strain is less than 10 % based on the fitting line slope (Supporting information Figure S2). 
Therefore, the peak shape of the 001 reflection can be assumed to be mostly determined by 
crystallite size, and no strain correction is required. This is a useful estimation, since in the case 
of low concentration samples such as fats in a spread product, the higher order reflections have a 
too low intensity to be analyzed.  
Performance of CTD assessment using synchrotron SAXD data 
The performance of the CTD analysis and its applicability to fats was first investigated using 
synchrotron SAXD data. Fast and slow cooled tripalmitin and a mixture of these samples were 
measured at the ID02 beamline at the ESRF, and SAXD patterns of the first order long spacings 
are clearly different with respect to linewidths at half heights and peak shapes (Supporting 
information Figure S1). 
 
Figure 1. Volume weighted crystallite thickness distribution curves, f(T), extracted from BWA analysis of 001 diffraction peaks of 
tripalmitin crystallized from the melt at different thermal conditions: fast cooled (black diamonds), slow cooled (light grey 
squares) and a 50:50 wt% mixture thereof (grey triangles). 
  
In Figure 1, CTDs of tripalmitin obtained by BWA analysis of the 001 peaks are represented as 
the f(T) function plotted against the thickness of TAG crystallites, T. For pure tripalmitin, one 
bilayer [d(001)] corresponds to 4.5 nm. Thus, the volume weighted f(T) [Equation (4)] represents 
a normalized frequency distribution histogram, composed of integer numbers of bilayers. The 
volume weighted mean thicknesses, ܶ, for fast and slowly cooled tripalmitin are respectively 54 
nm and 86 nm. This is in line with the ACTs obtained by the Scherrer approach [Equation (1)] 
which are respectively 59 nm and 96 nm. Figure 1 shows that the width of the CTD for the 
slowly cooled tripalmitin is much broader than for the fast cooled one, indicating less uniformity 
in crystallite thicknesses. Both CTDs are asymmetrical, reminding a log normal distribution with 
D³WDLOLQJ´HIIHFWWRwards higher thicknesses. The CTD obtained for the mixture of fast and slow 
cooled tripalmitin resembles the superposition CTDs of its constituents (Figure 1), which 
validates that bimodal populations can accurately be determined by the BWA method. Since 
WAXD measurements showed the Į polymorph for all tripalmitin samples, the obtained CTDs 
are generated by the cooling process and not the result of a polymorphic transition. 
 
Performance of CTD assessment using laboratory instrument SAXD data 
In contrast to synchrotron SAXD measurements, data acquired on a laboratory instrument 
require a correction during CTD analysis to accommodate instrumental line broadening. To 
establish the feasibility using the method in combination with a laboratory instrument, CTDs of a 
commercial spread were obtained using SAXD data obtained from both a synchrotron beamline 
and a laboratory instrument (Figure 2). In first instance (Figure 2, the left graph) no correction 
for instrumental broadening was applied for the laboratory SAXD data. Since in that case line 
  
broadening is not accounted for, this will result in an overestimation of small crystallites and an 
underestimation of larger ones. Indeed, a small systematic deviation can be observed between the 
uncorrected CTD obtained on the laboratory instrument and the CTD obtained using a 
synchrotron beamline (Figure 2, the left graph). Hence, for obtaining accurate CTDs, correction 
for the instrumental broadening of labscale equipment, by using a standard (tristearin) is in order. 
This standard was measured under the same conditions as the spread samples, and the first order 
long spacing was used for the BWA analysis. The instrumental broadening was removed from 
the Fourier coefficients by using the Stokes equation [23]. The resulting CTD of the commercial 
spread is virtually overlapping with the one obtained from synchrotron measurements (Figure 2, 
the right graph), demonstrating the effectiveness of the correction procedure. 
    
Figure 2. Comparison of volume weighted CTD curves, f(T), extracted from BWA analysis of 001 diffraction peak of a votator 
low-fat spread measured by a laboratory diffractometer (black triangles) and at a synchrotron beamline (ESRF, ID02) (grey 
circles). The left and the right graph represents CDT curves obtained without and with the instrumental broadening correction 
for the laboratory diffractometer data, respectively. 
 
 
 
  
Recognition of margarine processing signatures 
 
Figure 3. Volume weighted crystallite thickness distribution curves, f(T), extracted from BWA analysis of 001 diffraction peak of 
34% fat spreads manufactured by means of the MFC (grey diamonds) and votator (black squares) processes. 
In order to assess the impact of industrial processing conditions on CTDs, measurements were 
performed on two margarines with identical fat composition but manufactured by either the 
conventional votator process, or by direct emulsification in a micronized fat crystal (MFC) 
dispersion [19]. In comparison with the votator process, the MFC process allows manufacturing 
of stable emulsions with a smaller amount saturated fat. No significant differences in the 
presences of the ȕ¶ DQGȕ polymorphs were found. The ACT values derived from the Scherrer 
equation [Equation (1)] are 30 and 44 nm, for respectively the votator and MFC processed 
margarines. This is in line with the volume weighted mean thicknesses obtained from CTDs, 
which are 33 and 41 nm. The CTDs shown in Figure 3 show further distinct differences in the 
shape of the distributions. Whereas the votator-processed margarine has an almost symmetric 
distribution of thin crystallites, the one for the MFC-processed margarine is skewed towards 
thicker ones. In order to investigate whether the CTD could be exploited for recognizing 
  
industrial manufacturing routes, a set of 11 commercial margarines, produced by either votator 
or MFC processing, was measured at the synchrotron beamline (Figure 4). Of note, the 
formulation (TAG composition, emulsifiers, percentage of the water fraction) of these 
commercial products varied widely. The margarine samples showed the presence of both ȕ¶
polymorph and ȕ. 
 
Figure 4. Volume weighted CTD curves, f(T), extracted from BWA analysis of 001 diffraction peaks of various commercial 
spreads with low fat content obtained by the MFC (light grey diamonds) and votator process (black squares) and with a high fat 
content obtained by votator process (grey triangles). 
In Figure 4, two types of CTDs could be recognized: a near symmetric distribution around 25 nm 
or a distribution around 32 nm, skewed towards thicker crystallites. All votator low-fat spreads 
are in the symmetric CTD group, whereas the MFC low-fat spreads are in the same group as the 
votator high fat group. This is in line with the high textural quality being produced by both the 
high fat votator process and the low fat MFC process. In contrast, the symmetric CTD seen for 
  
margarines manufactured by the low fat votator process corresponds to a poor textural quality. 
Hence, the CTD provides a signature for the quality of crystallite network structure, which was 
not confounded by the broad formulation range of the commercial products.  
In this work, the CTD is presented as a structural feature that can be used to recognize the 
textural quality of a fat-based product. This suggests that the CTD is a main determinant of the 
arrangement of crystallites in multiscale network structures. It is tempting to attribute the skewed 
distribution to the different requirements of crystallite thickness for stabilization of the water 
droplet interface and the continuous fat phase. Whether and how the CTD can be tuned by 
formulation and processing, and how this structural feature determines recrystallization at droplet 
interface and in the continuous phases rewards further research.  
CONCLUSIONS 
It has been demonstrated that the CTD of fat crystallites can be obtained by analysing SAXD 
patterns of the 001 diffraction peak of TAGs by using the BWA method. The method requires 
SAXD measurements with a good signal to noise ratio, sufficient baseline on either side of the 
diffraction peak and a sufficient resolution of the peak from neighbouring peaks. Since SAXD 
data obtained using a synchrotron beamline are virtually free of instrumental aberrations, they 
can be used for direct assessment of the CTD of fats, irrespective of the type of polymorph 
present. After correction for instrumental line broadening, also laboratory-scale equipment can 
provide accurate CTDs. The BWA method was shown to be sensitive to shifts in CTD induced 
by tempering regimes, and also able to accurately assess a bimodal CTD. Furthermore, it was 
recognised that in food products such as margarines the CTD can be used as a signature of a 
network structure that relates to product performance. Further research should focus on how 
  
processing and formulation can steer the CTD, and ultimately how it can be related to crystallite 
network structure and product texture.  
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